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Abstract: To understand the mystery of final unification, in our earlier publications, we proposed two bold
concepts:1) There exist three atomic gravitational constants associated with electroweak, strong and
electromagnetic interactions. 2) There exists a strong elementary charge in such a way that its squared ratio with
normal elementary charge is close to reciprocal of the strong coupling constant. In this paper we propose that,
 c  can be considered as a compound physical constant associated with proton mass, electron mass and the three
atomic gravitational constants. With these ideas, an attempt is made to understand nuclear stability and binding
energy. In this new approach, nuclear binding energy can be fitted with four simple terms having one unique
2
energy coefficient with a formula, BA  1  0.00189 ZN A  A1 3   Z N    As  A  As  10.09 MeV where









As  2Z  0.00642Z 2 is an estimated mean stable mass number. With this new approach, Newtonian gravitational
 m p   4 2
constant can be estimated in a verifiable approach with a model relation of the form, 

 me   
where  is the Fine structure constant.
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GN m 2p 
c

Estimated m p me  1836.266122 and is 62 ppm higher than the



CODATA recommended m p me . It needs further investigation. Proceeding further, an attempt is made to fit the
recommended quark masses.
Keywords: Four gravitational constants; Compound reduced Planck’s constant; Nuclear elementary charge;
Strong coupling constant; Nuclear stability and binding energy; Quark masses;

1.

Introduction to large gravitational coupling
constants

To understand the strong interaction, from 1974 to
1993, Tennakone, De Sabbata, Gasperini, Abdus
Salam, Sivaram and K.P. Sinha [1-4] tried to
introduce a large nuclear gravitational coupling
constant. To understand weak interactions, in 2013,
Roberto Onofrio [5] introduced a large electroweak
gravitational coupling constant. In our 2011 and
2012 papers [6,7] and recently published papers
[8-16], we introduced a very large electromagnetic
gravitational coupling constant. In this context, we
appeal that,
1) Success of any unified model depends on its
ability to involve gravity in microscopic models.
2) Full-fledged implementation of gravity in
microscopic physics must be able to:

a)

Estimate the ground state elementary
particle rest masses of the three atomic
interactions.
b) Estimate the coupling constants of the three
atomic interactions.
c) Estimate the range of all interactions.
d) Estimate the Newtonian gravitational
constant.
3) As the root is unclear and unknown, to make it
success or to have a full-fledged implementation,
one may be forced to consider a new path that
may be out-of-scope of the currently believed
unsuccessful unified physics.
4) In our approach,
a) We assign a different gravitational
constant for each basic interaction.
b) We consider proton and electron as the
two characteristic building blocks of the
four basic interactions.
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Finally, by eliminating the three atomic
gravitational constants, we develop a
characteristic relation for estimating the
Newtonian gravitational constant.
d) During this journey, without considering
arbitrary numbers or coefficients, we come
across many strange and interesting
relations for estimating other atomic and
nuclear coupling constants.
5) We strongly believe that, with further study,
research and synthesizing the noticed relations
in a systematic approach, actual essence of final
unification can be understood.
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c)

In this paper, by considering the three atomic
gravitational coupling constants, we review our
recently published four REFERENCE relations [8]
with reference to  c  and tried to infer the proposed
four term semi empirical mass formula. In section 7,
we tried to fit quark masses. Proceeding further,
without considering the nature of forces, we tried to
fit the range of weak, strong, electromagnetic and
gravitational interactions with a common formula.
See point-10 of Discussion.
2.

History and current status of nuclear binding
energy scheme

With respect to nuclear binding energy and semi
empirical mass formula (SEMF), the inverse problem
framework [17], allows to infer the underlying model
parameters from experimental observation, rather
than to predict the observations from the model
parameters. Recently, the ground-state properties of
nuclei with Z= 8 to 120 from the proton drip line to
the neutron drip line have been investigated using the
spherical relativistic continuum Hartree-Bogoliubov
(RCHB) theory [18] with the relativistic density
functional PC-PK1. In this context, in our recently
published paper [8], we emphasized the fact that,
physics and mathematics associated with fixing of the
energy coefficients of SEMF are neither connected
with residual strong nuclear force nor connected with
strong coupling constant. N. Ghahramany and team
members are constantly working on exploring the
secrets of nuclear binding energy and magic numbers
in terms of quarks [19,20]. Very interesting point of
their study is that - nuclear binding energy can be
understood with two or three terms having single
energy coefficient of the order of 10 MeV.
3.

Motivating concepts/Basic Ideas/Assumptions

Even though celestial objects that show gravity are
confirmed to be made up of so many atoms, so far
scientists could not find any relation in between
gravity and the atomic interactions. It clearly
indicates that, there is something wrong in our notion
of understanding or developing the unified physical
concepts. To develop new and workable ideas, we
emphasize that,
1) Whether particle’s massive nature is due to
electromagnetism or gravity or weak interaction
or strong interaction or cosmic dust or
something else, is unclear.
2) Without understanding the massive nature, it is
not reasonable to classify the field created by
any elementary particle.
3) All the four interactions seem to be associated
with    .

4) Nobody knows the mystery of    which
seems to be a basic measure of angular
momentum.
5) Nobody knows the mystery of existence,
stability and behavior of ‘proton’ or ‘electron’.
6) ‘Mass’ is a basic property of space-time
curvature and basic ingredient of angular
momentum.
7) Atoms are mainly characterized by protons and
electrons.
8) ‘Free neutron’ is an unstable particle.
Based on the above points, we propose the following
new and workable concepts.
Bold idea-1: The four basic interactions can be
allowed to have four different gravitational constants.
Bold idea-2: There exists a strong elementary charge
in such a way that its squared ratio with normal
elementary charge is close to inverse of the strong
coupling constant.
Bold idea-3:  c  can be considered as a compound
physical constant associated with proton mass,
electron mass and the three atomic gravitational
constants.

With the proposed first two [8-16] concepts, it seems
possible to have many applications out of which
nuclear stability and binding energy can be
understood very easily. In addition to that, Newtonian
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gravitational constant can be estimated in a verifiable
approach. We appeal that, by considering the third
bold idea, it may be possible to understand the
combined role of the four gravitational constants in
understanding the vector and tensor nature of
fundamental forces and their interaction range.

es  2.9463591e

 s  0.1151937
1

s
5.

4.

Quantitative relations

Electromagnetic gravitational constant= G e
Nuclear gravitational constant= G s

Understanding proton-neutron stability with
three atomic gravitational constants





Gs m p Gs m p me
m p  (4)
Gs2
c






Ge me
c
Ge me2 Ge Gw M w 

Weak gravitational constant = Gw

 e
s   s

 m p

Ge  2.374335 1037 m3 kg -1sec-2
Gs  3.329561 1028 m3 kg -1sec-2
Gw  2.909745 1022 m3 kg -1sec-2

  e

  me


 
   0.001605
 

where, M w  c Gw  584.725 GeV/c 2

GN  6.679855  10-11 m3 kg -1sec-2
(See points-7,8,9,10 of 'Discussion'

Nuclear mean beta stability line can be explained
with a relation of the form,

for the supporting relations).

 c 

 8.681032

In our recently published paper [8], we proposed the
following semi empirical relations (4) to (8) for
fitting nuclear stability and binding energy.

(1) Let, Newtonian gravitational constant = G N

(2)
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As  Z  N s

can be considered as a compound physical

 2Z  s  2Z   2Z   4s  Z 2
2

constant,

G 
(1)
c   w  Ge m p me
 Gs 
(3) There exists a strong elementary charge  es  in

 2Z  kZ 2  Z  2  kZ 
where k  4s  0.0064185
By considering a factor like  2  k  , likely
possible range of As can be explained with,

such a way that,
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where, s  Strong coupling constant
Based on these relations,

(5)

 As 
 Z 1.92  kZ  
lower




A

Z
2.0

kZ




 s mean



 As upper  Z  2.08  kZ  

(2)

6.
(3)

(6)

Understanding nuclear binding energy

For  Z  3 to 118  , close to beta stability line, nuclear
binding energy can be fitted with,


 Z  
(7)
BAs   1  0.00189 ZN s As  As1 3  
  B0

 N s  
See Figure 1. Dashed red curve plotted with relations (5)
and (7) can be compared with the green curve plotted
with the standard SEMF. For light, medium and heavy
atomic nuclides, fit is reasonable.
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Figure 1: Binding energy per nucleon close to stable mass numbers of Z = 3 to 118

Proton number

In this section, we try to infer and review relation (7) for
its best possible physics back ground. With further study,
nuclear stability and binding energy can be understood
with Up and Down quarks. We propose that,
energy [8,12,17,18] seems to decrease by
(1) Nuclear unit radius can be expressed as,
2Gs m p
R0 
 1.239291 fm
c2
es2
es2
(2) B0 

 10.09 MeV can be
4 0 R0 8 0  Gs mp c 2 
considered as the unique binding energy coefficient.
With reference to the recommended [21] up quark
rest energy of 2.15 MeV and down quark rest energy
of 4.7 MeV, it is quite interesting to note that,
 2mu  md  c 2 +  mu  2md  c 2 

  10.275 MeV.
2
(3) For increasing  Z , A  , all nucleons will not involve in
nuclear binding energy scheme.
(4) Nucleons that are not involving in nuclear binding
energy scheme can be called as ‘free nucleons’ and
can be represented by A f  k f A ZN where the
coefficient k f  0.00189 can be called as ‘Free
nucleon number coefficient’. With reference to the
semi empirical mass formula, quantitatively,

k f  2  ac aa   0.0018753 where ac  0.71 MeV
2

and aa  23.21 MeV.
(5) Nucleons that involve in nuclear binding energy
scheme can be called as ‘active nucleons’ and can be



(6) For
Z  11 to 92,
when
 Aa  2 Z   0,
corresponding A seems to represent the possible
existence of lower stability line.
(7) The ad-hoc coefficient 0.00189 somehow, seems to
lie between s  0.0016 and k  0.0064 . With
reference to electromagnetic interaction, we consider,
 k ln  30    0.00189 where 30 is a characteristic
representation of atomic number below which
strength
of
nuclear
binding

Z

30 

k

1  s    Z

30 

0.08

 8.68.

From
Z=30
onwards, strength of nuclear binding energy remains
constant at 1  s   8.68. See point 4 of ‘Discussion’.
(8) Binding energy can be assumed to decrease with
increasing radius.
(9) Decreasing proton-neutron ratio seems to play an
interesting role in increasing binding energy.
(10) Considering isotopes, stable mass number plays an
interesting role in estimating the binding energy of
other stable and unstable isotopes in the form of

  A  A
s

2



As . It needs further investigation.

Above and below the stable mass numbers, binding
energy can be approximated with,





 1  0.00189 ZN A  A1 3 


2 B
BA  
0
A

A


Z
 


  s
As
N



(8)



represented by Aa  A  A f  A 1  0.00189 ZN .
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See Figure 2 for the estimated isotopic binding energy of
Z=50. Dotted blue curve plotted with relations (5) and (8)
can be compared with the green curve plotted with SEMF.
a)

Based on Figures 1 and 2, it is possible to say that,
Relations (5), (7) and (8) can also be given some
priority in understanding nuclear binding energy
scheme.
b) Estimated binding energy can also be compared with
spherical relativistic continuum Hartree-Bogoliubov

doi:10.20944/preprints201911.0134.v1

(RCHB) theory data [20] and Thomas-Fermi model
(Table of nuclear masses, nsdssd.lbl.gov, 1994).
c) For  N  Z  and  N  Z  estimated binding energy
seems to be increasing compared to SEMF
estimation.
d) For  A  As  , estimated binding energy seems to be
decreasing compared to SEMF estimation.
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Figure 2: Isotopic binding energy of Z=50

Mass numbers of Z=50

7.

To estimate quark masses
In our earlier paper [22], we proposed that,
a)

Up, Strange and Bottom quarks are in
geometric series.
b) Down, Charm and Top quarks are in another
geometric series.
We modify these ideas as:
a)

Down and Up quarks are ground state particles
and their mass ratio is 2.
b) Strange and Bottom quarks are first generation
particles having a geometric series with a
geometric
ratio
of,
g u  m p me  1836.152  42.85 .
c)

Charm and Top quarks are second generation
particles having another geometric series with a
geometric ratio of, g d  1    137.036 .
d) These two geometric ratios can be fitted with
e2
 4.547665.
4 0 Gs mp me

Considering Up and Down quarks as ground state
particles, quark masses [21] can be fitted in the
following way.
Step-1: To fit Up quark mass

e2

 1 and 
4 0 Gs mp mu


Gs m p
e2


c2
4 0  mu c 2  
 mu c 2  2.324 MeV

(9)

Step-2: To fit Down quark mass




2
md c  4.648 MeV 

(10)

e2
1

4 0 Gs mp md 2

(11)

md c 2
 2 and
mu c 2
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Based on the estimated up and down quarks, we
noticed that,

mu c 2  md c 2
mn c 2

 0.0074256  

(12)

where mn  average mass of nucleon and

Step-3: To fit Strange and Bottom quark masses
Considering Strange and Bottom quarks as first
generation particles, their masses can be fitted with,

mp

 m c   99.578 MeV

(13)


 mp 

mb c 2  
  mu c 2 
 me 





 mp 
2

  mu c   4266.95 MeV 
 me 


(14)

ms c 

me

2

u

2

Step-4: To fit Charm and Top quark masses
Considering Charm and Top quarks as second
generation particles, their masses can be fitted with,

1
ms c 2  2    md c 2   1273.806 MeV
 

(16)

Step-5: To fit the two geometric ratios
Let,

e2
 4.547665  X
4 0 Gs m p me

(17)

e 
, gd   e X  X    
 2 
X

u

 eX
gu   e X  X   
 2
X
e
gd   e X  X   
 2
8.



  42.6582 





  137.069852 



A

be estimated with, Z 
(3) Considering

a

1  0.00189
Z





1  1  kA
term
of

kA  1  1
.
k
the
form

Z NN s or by modifying the terms,

  A  A

N  and

2

s

As



binding energy for

 A  As  and  A  As  can be understood.
(4) Z = (2 to 118), close to stable mass numbers, binding
energy [8] can also be approximated with,
For Z < 30 and As  Z  2  kZ  ,




1 
Z 

2
BAs    As   0.00189Ns  9.16 MeV
2 
 30  


 (20)


For Z  30 and As  Z  2  kZ  ,



1



BAs  As   0.00189Ns2  9.16 MeV

2 




 

0.08

 





80


where, 
80

and




 e2 
 
  8.928 MeV 

Gsmp c
 40 R0 

es2
3  e2 

 
  9.395 MeV
5  40 R0 
Gsmp c2


8.928  9.395

 9.16 MeV

2










es2

2






(5) In case of Deuteron, there exists no strong interaction
between proton and neutron [12,15].

Based on this definition, we noticed that,

g



(15)

2

1
mt c 2  2    md c 2   174557.2 MeV
 

(1) Nuclear binding energy can be understood with a
single and unified energy coefficient.
(2) The new numbers  s and k  seem to play an
interesting role in understanding nuclear stability and
binding energy. With reference to stable mass
number and similar to the famous relation,
Z  A 1.98  0.0153 A2 3 , proton number can also



  fine structure constant.

2
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(18)

(6) Nuclear charge radii [10,18] can be expressed as,

R Z , A    Z 1 3 


(19)



Z A  Z 



1 3   Gs m p

 2
 c





(21)

(7) The following set of four semi empirical relations can
be considered as REFERENCE relations [8-18]. They
need further investigation.

Discussion
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4 0 Ge me2 

me

e2

13
Ge2GN
m 4p 

B ) c 

me2

17


m p  Gs
C)
  13 2 3 



me  Ge GN 


10

Gw  m p 
D)



GN  me 

A)

mp

b) By inserting the values of  GN , Gs  in relation

 2



(22C), value of Ge can be estimated.



m
Ge   e
 mp

(22)

c)

respect to defined Ge ? With reference to current
literature pertaining to gravity, it seems impossible to
answer this question. By considering ‘quantum
gravity’, it seems possible to find an answer. We
noticed that,

(23)

 can be estimated.


 Or 






d) Calculating



e)

the



%error

in

(27)

the estimated

m p me , error in GN can be reviewed.

Based

 mp



on

relation

(27A)

estimated

me  1836.549774 is 216 ppm higher





than the recommended m p me .
f)

Based





on

relation

(27B),

estimated

m p me  1836.251941 is 54 ppm higher than





the recommended m p me . It is surprising to
note that, independent of all the proposed three
atomic gravitational constants,

m
 e
 mp


14

  4 0 c  2  16 4 c 


 
  e 2   m 2 
p



14

  1  2  16 4 c 

   
     m2 
p




(28)

 6.679855429  10-11 m 3 kg -1sec-2
where,   Fine structure constant

In a simplified form,
12

 mp 


GN c  me 

a)

me

 mp 
4 0 3 2 c 3 2
B) 
  4 2
e 2 G1N 2 me
 me 

m
GN   e
 mp


6

Gs2 m2p

(26)

 mp 
4 0 Ge me2
A) 
  2
e2
 me 

(8) The fundamental question to be answered is: How to
justify the estimated values of  GN , Gs , Gw  with

 Gs m p
 2
 c

 mp

value of

a) Relation (22A) is our given definition for Ge .
b) Inserting (22B) in relation (23), relation (22C)
can be obtained.
c) Relation (22d) can be inferred from relation (32).
d) With further study, other possible relations for
Ge and other set of REFERENCE relations can
also be developed.

GN    m p 

 
c3   me  


1
GN   6  m p  
 

c3 
 me  

21

 Gs3

 G2
N


By inserting the value of Ge in relation (22A),

Note points:

 Gs m p
 2
 c
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(24)

Considering CODATA-2014 recommended big
G  GN , with relation (24) value of Gs can be
estimated.
 m5p 
Gs   6  GN c
(25)
 me 



 mp
A) 
 me

  4 2

  

m
B )   4 2  e
 mp







17


2 
GN m p 
c

7

c

GN m2p










(29)

Based on relation (29), by estimating the error
 mp 
in 
 or  , GN value can be reviewed.
 me 
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g) By considering m p me and   as key tools,
actual GN value seems to be higher than the
CODATA and other big G experimental values.
With further study and considering other
possible relations for Ge and repeating the
above steps, GN can be refined.
h) Applying the concept of Penrose model of
extraction of black hole energy [23] to a proton,
it is also possible to show that [24],

1  m p  c


1 

2  me  GN m2p

where,

1 14






(30)

1

1
2
1 

 4  7

  3.414393  2  2   1 

2

  


1  mp 
G N   1 


2  me 

 6.674946866 10

14

-11

 c
 2
 mp

3






-1

m kg sec

(31)
-2

This estimated value is 130 ppm higher than the
CODATA-2014 recommended value. At the same
time, it seems to lie in between HUST-AAF-2018
result of 6.674484  10-11 m 3 kg -1sec-2 and BIPM-

(9) Fermi’s weak coupling constant is one of the most
critical and complicated nuclear physical constant. It
can be approximated as,
2

 me 

GF  
 cR02
 mp 




2
2
G
m
1
3


s
p
  Ge2 GN
m 2p  
 
(32)

  c2  

10
 m p  4GN  2 4Gw  2 




c2
c2

 me 

 1.44021048  1062 J.m3




where GF

GN 1011 m3 kg -1sec-2
6.67248
6.6729
6.67398
6.674255
6.67559
6.67422
6.67387
6.67222
6.67425
6.67349
6.6726
6.67554
6.67191
6.67435
6.674184
6.674484

 c 3  1.1663787 105 GeV 2 [28].

(10) The basic question to be answered is: How do the
invoked four gravitational constants address the
issues
pertaining
to
vector
forces
of
electromagnetism, tensor forces of gravity and
vector-axial vector forces of weak interaction and
gluons of strong interaction? It needs further study
with respect to the four gravitational constants and
the compound    . In this context, we could notice
that, ‘Range of four interactions’ can be expressed by
a model relation of the form [24],



rx  M x m p

1 for the historical results [25-32] of GN .

Experiment/Year
NIST-1982
TR&D-1996
LANL-1997
UWash-2000
BIPM-2001
UWup-2002
MSL-2003
HUST-2005
UZur-2006
HUST-2009
JILA-2010
BIPM-2014
LENS-2014
UCI-2014
HUST-TOS-2018
HUST-AAF-2018



This estimated value is 3036 ppm higher than the
recommended value, GF  1.435850984 1062 J.m3

2014 result of 6.67554  10-11 m 3 kg -1sec-2 . See Table

Table 1: Various experimental values of GN
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Gx  c3

(33)

where M x , Gx , m p represent the characteristic mass of
interaction, characteristic gravitational constant and
proton mass respectively. As most of the atomic
matter is characterised by protons, this relation can be
given some consideration.
a)

Strong interaction range,

rs  Gs  c3  0.3611015 m

(34)

b) Weak interaction range,

rw   80400 MeV 938.272 MeV  Gw  c3
 2.892 1017 m
c)

(35)

Electromagnetic interaction range at atomic level,

8
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rem   931.5 MeV 938.272 MeV  Ge  c3
 9.57  1012 m  9.57 pm

(36)

d) Gravitational interaction range for Sun,



rsun  2.0  1030 kg 1.672 10-27 kg



GN  c3

(37)

 1.933 1022 m
7.

Conclusion
Understanding nuclear binding energy with single
energy coefficient in terms of fundamental
interactions is a very challenging task. In this context,
we tried our level best in presenting a very simple
and effective semi empirical formula with one unique
energy coefficient. It needs further investigation.
Even though derivational procedure is missing,
consequences of the proposed four reference relations
(22A, 22B, 22C and 22D) seem to be quite
interesting. By implementing the four gravitational
constants in String theory models [33], it may be
possible to explore the hidden unified physics
connected with compound  c  , different forms of
fundamental forces and their interaction ranges.
Finally, gap between nuclear scale and Planck scale
can be understood with proper physics independent
of large numbers. Proceeding further, theoretical
value of GN can be defined as a standard reference
for future nuclear, atomic and gravitational
experiments [34].
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